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ONLY WHEN
YOU ALLOW
YOURSELF TO
BE BARE, CAN
YOU GET TO
THE TRUTH OF
WHO YOU ARE.
Rachael Alexander

INTRODUCTION
I love giving bonus surprises and so I created this special soul book to help you further clarify your
passions, talents, and skills and how you can combine them in order to create your own unique niche.

Creating a divine life and business is about being all of you without apology, with joy, and passion and
sharing that with the world. Or more specifically just doing what you love (all that you love) and
creating a brand/business that is in alignment with that.

The reason I felt the need to create this blueprint is because I've personally shifted to a different
way of thinking, being, and experiencing life that I felt the need to share. Also I felt that there was a
lack of clarity and set beliefs that we as a society have accepted, which limits our true potential and
creative abilities as Mosaic Souls. We have accepted this statement or thought concept as truth
"you cannot do many things and be successful; you must focus on one thing... find your niche", when
truthfully it is just another belief that we have accepted as truth and isn't truth at all. I'm here to help
stir the pot, ruffle some feathers, and shift the way this untruth is affecting those who do not
resonate with that statement feel, act, and live in the world. My main vehicle of choice is through
entrepreneurship. We live in a time where its better than ever to be multitalented and
multipassionate and do all that you love, live abundantly, and have a joyous passionate life.

What is a Mosaic Soul? A spiritual person who understands that they are first a soul having a human
experience and came here not only to learn lessons, and have fun, but also to awaken to their true
essence within and fully express that as much as they can while enjoying the journey of life. A Mosaic
Soul is also a person who follows what they are most passionate about rich can result in being
multitalented and multifaceted because of their divine multidimensional souls. This soul book will
help you to let go of some of those untruths yourself and also evaluate how you can Be Yourself and
create a brand and business that is a reflection of your Mosaic Soul - your true divinity.

Let's get started!

Rachael Alexander
Artist & Mosaic Soul Mentor

COMMON HELD BELIEFS

In this section I'd like to explore and present a few common held beliefs in our society that is
based out of fear, lack, and scarcity based consciousness that no longer support all who we came
here to be. I truly believe that we are infinite beings housed in human bodies, and because of this
we have the ability to do many things throughout our lives if we so chose. After all infinite
means ever expanding, growing, and creating, and I believe we have that same potential.
Let's look at some common held beliefs that we have been programmed to accept from societal,
social, familial, and others conditioning.
1. You can't be more than one thing when you grow up. - This belief is so widely accepted that
we've built our entire schooling system around making children and young adults choose one
major that is supposed to help them choose one career path for the rest of their lives. As a
Mosaic Soul this is quite debilitating to say the least and does not support our
multipassionate/multitalented nature.
2. You have to pick one niche in business. - Again this relates to the first belief that you can't
thrive in business exploring, expressing, and solving multiple problems or pain points. This also
annihilates and isolates Mosaic Soul's personal drive to explore and do many things in their
businesses, or even use many of their skill sets in their businesses for fear of being to "scattered".
Now as a caveat, as a service-based entrepreneur you must create value exchange and pin point
your dream soul clients problem and help them solve it, but you can utilize your many passions,
talents, and skills to do so. Later as you build your business you can then grow to encompass
many different niches within your brand.
3. You are scattered if you do more than one thing.- This commonly held belief is one that stops
a lot of Mosaic Souls, and often causes us to try to fit in with those who are naturally more
single passionate. This belief is far from the truth because if inspiration comes to you for several
different talents or gifts and you have the wherewithal to engage in those talents and gifts then
you definitely should. This just means that you most likely operate differently than most who are
singled-focused. You may be more project oriented, where you can shift your attention to
multiple different things within any given set time. I know this is my personal experience; but this
does not make you scattered or "all over the place". This just means that you
operate differently is all; not good or bad just different.
4. You can be a jack of all trades and a master of none. - I've personally always hated this
statement and have always resonated with the late Maya Angelou's response to this statement,
"We do ourselves a disservice to say that a person can be a jack of all trades and a master of
none. We can be a master of 10,000 things if we wanted. People limit themselves, their children,
and other people because they limit God." Also the thing about this belief is that it presumes that
you will be doing one thing for the rest of your life, which as you know isn't the case. We are
here to grow and expand and have fun in many different areas of our lives, which also includes
our passions.
These are just a few of the common held beliefs that are not only not true, but also are based
out of a mentality that does not support our own divinity as soul's having a human experience. In
order to shift into the truth we must examine these beliefs that we hold within ourselves and
start to see the truth in their opposite; which is based out of love, full self-expression, creativity, &
divine expansion in the world.

IDENTIFYING YOUR
PASSIONS
Where it all begins

Identifying your passions is really about taking note of what
really lights you up and what you consider to be fun to do!
Now this may be a foreign concept to you or not, but most of
us are so conditioned not to have fun, that we forget to even
schedule time to enjoy our lives. Topic could be an entire
workbook unto itself, but for the sake of this workbook and
helping you create a business based on all if not most of your
passions lets first identify what those are. This is super
important in giving you the confidence you need to start your
Mosaic Soul Business! Now grab a sheet of paper and write
down:
1. What are the last 3-5 moments in your life where you really
had a lot of fun? What activities were you involved in? What
were you doing?

"You don't have to be one thing, but you have
to start with something."
CLAIRE BOWDITCH

LET YOUR PASSIONS
GUIDE YOU
Getting specific

2. What are your passions? What really makes you feel
fulfilled, excited, or enthusiastic when you engage with
that activity? (*Hint it doesn't have to be big things. It
could literally be taking walks out in nature, or playing
with your neighborhood pets.)

IDENTIFYING
YOUR DESIRED
LIFESTYLE
Where the momentum comes...

3. Take a moment and really picture your ideal perfect day.
What would that day include in it? What would you be doing?
What would your business look like? Who would you be
working with? How long would you be working? What exciting
projects or activities would you be working on? (*Hint: As a
Mosaic Soul you might have multiple ideal days that you'd
want to imagine that allow you to explore many of your
passions and projects. This is great! Go ahead and include
multiple days if you want. No limits!)
Go ahead and write it all down

"Find the spark in you that says YES! And
never let it go. That'll be the yes that carries
you through any and all no's"
RACHAEL ALEXANDER

IDENTIFYING WHO
YOU HELP
Getting specific

4. What have you helped people with in the past that you
enjoyed helping them with?
What have you overcome that you feel confident about
helping others to overcome?
What did you study in high school, college, past work
experiences, or in other organizations that fascinated and
excited you? What did those activities reveal about you as far
as your passions?

PUTTING IT
ALL
TOGETHER
IDENTIFYING YOUR NICHE

One of the things that I noticed in my personal life is that amongst the
many passions that I had there were always common themes or
underlying threads that connected all that I loved to do. For me that
actually appeared as my life purpose, and how I used my many art
forms, education, and knowledge in helping others and ultimately my
niche. For me that underlying theme is spirituality and fully being the
divine beings that we all are, hence the "Divine Life & Business" slogan
of my brand.. This can be something that you experience as well, or
maybe you experience more of a specific way of being in the world that
connects your many passions into a business that can help you thrive.
The basis of this theme is to help you keep track of how your many
passions can be used in one singular business that helps you to not
only thrive, but also to serve the people that you are meant to serve in
a better way.

The Golden Egg Approach - finding your unique niche
can seem daunting, but when you can truly go within
yourself and discover your life's purpose you will
never be inclined to second guess yourself or who you
serve again because it will become so self-evident
what direction and actions steps you can take. The
biggest key that links it altogether is following what
inspires you because inspiration is the way that your
soul speaks to you and encourages you to move. So
when in doubt follow your inspiration!

Follow the Breadcrumbs

SK FOR
GUIDANCE
IT'S ALWAYS
THERE
WHEN YOU
NEED IT
A

Let's take a look:
1. Look at all your passion responses and see which passions
really resonate with you at this period in your life. Circle those
passions that really light you up and make you feel very excited,
and cross out the ones that don't.
2. Now take a look at all your passions and open your mind to
see if there are any links between your passions. This can come
in the way of intrinsic motivation like making you feel a certain
way - helping others with a certain type of problem over and
over again. Often times our niche is staring us right in the face,
but because it comes so natural to us or we've already
overcome it, we completely miss it. This happened to me in
discovering my business niche. I loved helping people step into
their divinity, discover their passions, and do what they love to
do in the form of a business. Hence my motivation was to help
Mosaic Souls discover their unique passions and combine them
to create their own unique and powerfully magnetic business.
3. Take a moment and ask your higher self, spirit, guides, God,
or whatever name feels good to you "what is my business
niche"? Wait for a few moments and right down what intuitively
feels right to write down. Then ask "how can I combine my
passions together to create a thriving business?". Then after you
receive that answer write it down. If the answers don't come
immediately trust that they will in divine timing

TAKING TIME FOR

HAMMERING
IT OUT

4. Notice any specific activities within your
passions that you've done over and over
again that you come back to time and time
again. Write those down. This approach is
akin to noticing if you can help people
through a specific title or medium like
"artist", "coach", or "traveler". If you don't
have any skip this one.
5. Now that you've written down all these
observations I want you to jot down your
Golden Egg - your specific niche that can be
expressed using your many passions and
help your dream soul client. If you are having
trouble with this what you can do is start to
engage more in activities that you love to do

Need more help?
Schedule A Complimentary
Mosaic Soul Discovery Session To Craft
Your Unique Niche

that will spark more clarity within yourself
and guide you in the right direction. Inspired
action is powerful. Don't doubt the power of
your inspiration.
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Go Forth And Prosper!

THANKS FOR PARTICIPATING

NOW GO TAKE SOME ACTION!
www.endigorae.com

